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Abstract 

 

An end user visualization environment aims to empower end users to create graphical representations of 

phenomena within a scientific domain of interest. Research into end user visualization environments has 

traditionally focused on developing the human-computer interaction necessary to enable the quick and easy 

construction of domain-specific visualizations. That traditional focus has left open the question of how such 

environments might support human-human interaction.  Especially in situations in which end user visualization 

environments are enlisted to facilitate learning and to build design consensus, we hypothesize that a key benefit is 

their ability to mediate conversations about a scientific domain of interest. In what ways might end user 

visualization environments support human communication, and what design features make them well-suited to do 

so? Drawing both on a theory of communication, and on empirical studies in which end user environments were 

enlisted to support human communication, we propose a provisional framework of six ‘Communicative 

Dimensions’ of end user visualization environments: programming salience, provisionality, story content, 

modifiability, controllability, and  referencability. To illustrate the value of these dimensions as an analytic and 

design tool, we use them to map a sample of publicly-available end user visualization environments into the 

‘Communicative’ design space. By characterizing those aspects of end user visualization environments that impact 

social interaction, our framework provides an important extension to Green and Petre’s [1] ‘Cognitive Dimensions’.
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1. Introduction 

End user visualization environments couple an end user visualization language with a graphical user interface 

for constructing and viewing visualizations in that language.  The traditional aim of such environments has been to 

empower end users quickly and easily to construct graphical representations (both static pictures and dynamic 

visualizations) of phenomena within a scientific domain of interest.  For example, AgentSheets [2] empowers 

teachers and students to write their own graphical scientific simulations; Open Data Explorer [3] helps scientists to 

construct sophisticated three-dimensional scientific visualizations; ALVIS [4] enables computer science students to 

create "low fidelity" visualizations of computer algorithms under study; and DENIM [5] allows website designers to 

quickly create sketched visualizations of websites with which clients can interact.  

In line with its goal to empower end users quickly and easily to create visual representations of domain 

phenomena, past research into the usability aspects end user visualization environments has focused squarely on the 

problem of human-computer interaction. This focus is well reflected by Green and Petre’s [1] cognitive dimensions 

framework, which characterizes the effectiveness of programming environments (of which end user visualization 

environments are a subset) largely in terms of their influence on at least four aspects of individual performance and 

experience: program comprehension, learnability, error rates, and programming comfort (see Table 1).   For 

example, design decisions made along the abstraction gradient dimension impact the learnability and error-

proneness of an end user environment, while design decisions made along the progressive evaluation dimension 

impact programming time and effort, along with the programmer’s subjective experience of comfort.   

Notice that this traditional focus ignores the potential for end user environments to facilitate human-human 

communication. Yet, especially in the literature on the use of end user visualization environments for learning and 

software design, the ability of end user visualization environments to mediate conversations about a particular 

domain of interest would appear to be a key benefit. For example, through his development of an end user 

environment for programming graphical simulations of Newtonian physics, Roschelle [6] came to see the utility of 

such an environment not in terms of its ability to transfer physics knowledge to learners, but instead in terms of its 

ability to act as “a resource for managing the uncertainty of meaning in conversations, particularly with respect to 

the construction of shared knowledge” (p. 1). Likewise, in developing Chemsense, an end user environment for 
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programming chemical simulations, Schank and Kozma  [7] focus on the value of the environment to enable 

learners to become competent with the representations of the discipline, which fundamentally entails an ability to 

engage in disciplinary discourse. 

End user technology for constructing representations of software would appear to have similar benefits. For 

example, acknowledging their central role in mediating conversations about software design, Damm et al. [8] 

constructed a collaborative, sketch-based environment for constructing UML diagrams on electronic whiteboards. 

Likewise, in two related lines of work, Landay and colleagues [5, 9] explored sketch-based systems with which user 

interface and web designers can construct low fidelity prototypes to present to clients for feedback and discussion. 

As these lines of research illustrate, end user visualization environments can play an important role beyond 

their role in facilitating the construction of visual representations: namely, they can mediate meaningful human 

discussions about a domain of interest.  This potential role, which existing analytical tools in human-computer 

interaction (e.g., the ‘Cognitive Dimensions’ framework) fail to address explicitly, raises three key research 

questions: 

1. In what ways might end user visualization environments impact human communication?  

2. What general characteristics of end user visualization environments influence their ability to facilitate human 

communication?  

3. What specific design features might make end user visualization environments well-suited to facilitating human 

communication?  

To address these questions, this article proposes a framework for analyzing the ability of end user visualization 

environments to support human communication. Our framework identifies six ‘Communicative Dimensions’: 

programming salience, provisionality, story content, modifiability, controllability, and referencability. Both in the 

spirit of, and an extension to, Green and Petre’s ‘Cognitive Dimensions’, these dimensions are presented as a 

vocabulary with which designers can discuss and weigh the communicative mpact of design choices.  

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the theoretical underpinnings of the framework. Section 

3 describes the six ‘Communicative Dimensions’ in detail, citing the empirical evidence in which they are 

grounded. Section 4 demonstrates the utility of the dimensions by using them to analyze five publicly-available end 

user visualization environments. Section 5 presents a general discussion of the lessons to be learned from the 
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analyses of Section 4. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the framework, highlights key caveats that come with it, and 

suggests directions for further research.   

2. Theoretical Foundation 

Any analytical framework that characterizes an artifact’s role in human communication ought to be grounded in 

a theoretical perspective. This section presents the communication theory that has guided our development of the 

‘Communicative Dimensions’: Situated Action Theory. The particular view of the theory presented here draws 

heavily on the influential work of Suchman [10].  

Rooted in a branch of sociology known as ethnomethodology, Situated Action Theory can be seen as an 

inversion of the traditional perspective of social science. That perspective has been guided by the maxim, attributed 

to Durkheim, that “the objective reality of social facts is sociology’s fundamental principle” [10, p. 54]. 

Accordingly, social scientists have traditionally assumed that “human responses to the facts of the social world 

should be discoverable by the same methods as are appropriate to studies of other organisms reacting to the natural 

world” [10, p. 55].   

In stark contrast to this view, Situated Action Theory holds that “our everyday social practices render the world 

publicly available and mutually intelligible” [10, p. 57].  In other words, “objectivity is a product of systematic 

practices, or members’ methods for rendering our unique experience and relative circumstances mutually 

intelligible” [10, p. 57].  Thus, instead of attempting to discover and enumerate preexisting norms that supposedly 

govern people’s behavior, Situated Action Theory focuses squarely on understanding the “ethnomethods” by which 

people make sense of the world.  With respect to human communication, the implication is clear: whereas social 

science takes the objective reality of social facts as the basis for our communication with others, Situated Action 

Theory treats objective reality—or mutual intelligibility—as the fundamental result of such communication.  

Given the theoretical perspective just described, the essence of Situated Action Theory as a theory of 

communication can be summarized by three basic tenets:   

1. Knowledge is socially constructed. Communication is not merely the transmission of preexisting 

knowledge. Rather, communication fundamentally entails two or more parties’ negotiating a shared 

understanding. There exists no preexisting social reality that is merely confirmed by such negotiation. 

Instead, the mutual intelligibility that arises out of such negotiation is the social reality.   
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2. Conversational participants draw on an array of communicative resources to build shared understandings.  

A key communicative resource is artifacts such as visualizations, drawings, and diagrams. These artifacts 

serve to mediate conversations by providing a shared representation that conversational participants can 

modify, annotate, and refer to as they construct shared understandings [6]. Other communicative resources 

include the basic organizational regularities of conversation documented by conversation analysts, 

including turn-taking and adjacency pairs (see, e.g., [11]), as well as contextualization cues such as gesture, 

gaze, and speech prosidy [12].   

3. Communication breakdown is fundamental to communication. Communication breakdown occurs when 

conversational participants’ understandings of what is being talked about diverge; it is a completely normal 

occurrence in human communication. As Suchman points out, communication can succeed amidst such 

breakdowns because conversational participants “work, moment by moment, to identify and remedy the 

inevitable troubles that arise” [10, p. 83].  At their disposal are the same resources as are available to them 

in trouble-free conversation: turn-taking and adjacency-pair regularities, gesture, gaze, speech prosidy, etc. 

Such resources enable conversational participants not only to identify a breakdown, but also to initiate a 

repair, if they judge such a repair to be worth the effort. It is important to point out that communication 

breakdown can sometimes occur without the conversational participants’ even realizing it, as in the case of 

the “garden path” phenomenon documented by Suchman [10, pp. 165-169]. At other times, conversational 

participants may think that a breakdown has occurred, when, in fact, none has occurred—a phenomenon 

that Suchman calls the “false alarm” [10, pp. 163-164]. 

3. ‘Communicative Dimensions’ Framework 

Inspired by the theoretical position just described, this section develops a provisional framework of six key 

dimensions of end user environments that impact their roles as communicative resources.  Far from asserting firm 

causal links, these dimensions instead posit loose relationships between features of end user environments and the 

human conversations to which such features tend to give rise. In particular, the first three dimensions (programming 

salience, provisionality, and story content) loosely connect the form and content of end user visualizations to the 

focus and nature of the conversations that they tend to stimulate, while the final three dimensions (modifiability, 
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controllability, and referencability) tie features of end user environments to specific roles as communicative 

resources in face-to-face conversations.    

The empirical evidence in support of these relationships comes largely from our own ethnographic studies of 

the use of end user algorithm visualization technology in an undergraduate computer algorithms course. Wherever 

possible, the empirical evidence we present also draws on other relevant empirical work that complements and 

reinforces our own findings.  

 This section begins with a brief overview of this work. Following that, we describe the six ‘Communicative 

Dimensions’, and cite the specific empirical evidence in which they are rooted.  

3.1 Empirical Foundation: Ethnographic Field Studies 

We conducted a pair of ethnographic field studies in consecutive offerings of a third-year undergraduate 

algorithms course at the University of Oregon. For an assignment in these courses, students were required to 

construct their own visualizations of one of the divide-and-conquer, greedy, dynamic programming, or graph 

algorithms they had studied, and then to present their visualizations to their classmates and instructor during 

specially-scheduled presentation sessions.  

To study students’ use of algorithm visualization technology in these courses, we employed a variety of 

ethnographic field techniques, including participant observation, semi-structured interviews, videotape analysis, 

diary collection, and artifact analysis. Below, we briefly summarize the two studies’ key findings, providing enough 

detail to set the stage for the discussion of ‘Communicative Dimensions’ that follows. For a comprehensive 

treatment of these studies, see [13]. 

3.1.1 Ethnographic Study I 

In the first of our ethnographic studies, students used the SAMBA algorithm animation package [14] to 

construct visualizations that (a) were capable of illustrating the algorithm for arbitrary input, and (b) tended to have 

the polished appearance and precision of textbook figures, owing to the fact that they were generated automatically 

as a byproduct of algorithm execution. 

Figure 1 graphically illustrates the SAMBA environment. To construct visualizations with SAMBA, students 

began by implementing their target algorithms in C++.  Next, they wrote general “animator” classes whose methods 

were capable of drawing and updating the visualization display (using SAMBA routines) for any input data set (see 
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Figure 1b).  Third, they annotated algorithm source code with these methods at points of “interesting events” [15] 

(see Figure 1a). For example, in a sorting algorithm, points at which data items are compared and exchanged might 

be considered interesting. Finally, they engaged in an iterative process of refining and debugging their 

visualizations. This process involved (a) compiling and executing their algorithms; (b) noting any problems in the 

resulting visualization, and (c) modifying their C++ code to fix the problems.  

To present visualizations in SAMBA, students used a tape recorder-style interface that allowed them to start, 

pause, and step through the animation (one frame at a time), and to adjust the execution speed  (see Figure 1d). An 

additional set of controls in each animation window allowed them to zoom and pan animation views (see bottom of  

Figure 1c). 

In this first study, three key findings were noteworthy. First, students spent 33.2 hours on average (n = 20) 

constructing and refining a single visualization. They spent most of that time steeped in low-level graphics 

programming—for example, writing general-purpose graphics routines capable of laying out and updating their 

visualizations for any reasonable set of input data.  Second, in students’ subsequent presentations, their 

visualizations tended to stimulate discussions about implementation details—for example, how a particular aspect of 

a visualization was implemented. Third, in response to questions and feedback from the audience, students often 

wanted to back up and re-present parts of their visualizations, or to dynamically mark-up and modify them. 

However, conventional AV software like SAMBA is not designed to support interactive presentations in this way. 

3.1.2 Ethnographic Study II 

These observations led us to change the visualization assignments significantly for the subsequent offering of 

the course.  In particular, students were required to use simple art supplies (e.g., pens, paper, scissors, 

transparencies) to construct and present “homemade” visualizations that (a) illustrated the target algorithm for a 

few, carefully-selected input data sets, and (b) tended to have an unpolished, sketched appearance, owing to the fact 

that they were generated by hand. In prior work [16], we labeled such visualizations storyboards. 

In this second study, three key findings stood out. First, students spent 6.2 hours on average (n = 20) 

constructing and refining a single storyboard. For most of that time, students focused on understanding the target 

algorithm’s procedural behavior, and how they might best communicate it through a visualization. Second, rather 

than stimulating discussions about implementation details, their storyboards tended to mediate discussions about the 
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underlying algorithm, and about how the visualizations might bring out its behavior more clearly.  Third, students 

could readily go back and re-present sections of their visualizations, as well as mark-up and dynamically modify 

them, in response to audience questions and feedback. As a result, presentations tended to engage the audience more 

actively in interactive discussions. 

3.2 Programming salience 

3.2.1 Description 

The Programming Salience1 dimension asserts that whatever an end user focuses on during the process of 

construction a visualization tends to become the focus of subsequent discussions mediated by the visualization.  On 

one end of the dimension, end user visualization environments with high programming salience focus the end user 

on relevant domain concepts during the act of visualization construction. It follows that end users tend to focus on 

such domain concepts in subsequent discussions mediated by their visualizations. On the other end of this 

dimension, end user visualization environments with low programming salience steep end users in irrelevant 

programming details—for example, irrelevant “programming games” and “hard mental operations” [1].  As a result, 

end users are distracted from salient domain concepts during the visualization construction process, and their 

visualizations tend to mediate discussions about such irrelevant details.   

3.2.2 Empirical Evidence 

In Study I, we observed at least three features of SAMBA that caused students' focus to stray from the main 

focus (algorithms) of the course in which they were enrolled:   

• Quantitative graphics—the need to size and position the graphics in terms of Cartesian coordinates. 

• Low-level graphics programming—the need to program visualization graphics in a low-level programming 

language like C++.   

• Polished graphics—SAMBA’s support for textbook-like graphics encouraged a process in which students 

successively tweaked their visualizations until they appeared clean and polished.  

Because of these programming distractions, student discussions in Study I tended to focus on implementation 

details. In particular, students tended to share “war stories” that related their programming toil. For example, in one 

                                                           

1Throughout this article, we shall capitalize each reference to a framework dimension to distinguish it as part of the framework.. 
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Study I presentation, students described how they needed 600 lines to implement a single line of pseudocode from 

the book. They later described a 3,000 line general-purpose graphics library they had implemented to support their 

animation. 

However, when students switched to simple art supplies in Study II, they were no longer encumbered by such 

implementation details. As a result, subsequent discussions tended to focus on the algorithms being visualized. For 

example, discussions often considered such questions as: 

• What aspects of the algorithm should be illustrated?  

• How should those aspects be visually represented? 

• What are appropriate sample input data? 

Suthers and Hundhausen's [17] study, which examines the impact of representational notation on scientific 

knowledge-building discourse, lends further empirical support to this dimension.  In particular, the study confirms 

Suther's [18] “salience of information” hypothesis, which asserts that discussants will tend to talk about precisely 

that information which a visualization makes relevant. Notice that the Programming Salience addressed by this 

hypothesis is more immediate: Rather than stating that the “legacy” of the representation (the programming effort 

that went into building it) impacts communication, it states that the format of the representation itself (that which it 

highlights and obscures) affects what is discussed.   

3.3 Provisionality  

3.3.1 Description 

Also included in an updated version of the 'Cognitive Dimensions' framework [19], the Provisionality 

dimension characterizes the extent to which the visualization resembles a final, polished product. On the one 

extreme, visualizations with low Provisionality have a highly polished, finished look resembling that of textbook 

figures. We hypothesize that the finished look of a low Provisionality visualization tends to discourage feedback on, 

and discussion about, the visualization, since the visualization tends to be perceived as a finished product that is not 

open to discussion. On the other extreme, visualizations with high Provisionality have a scruffy, unpolished, 

sketched appearance. Because they appear unfinished, we hypothesize that programs with high Provisionality tend 

to encourage discussion and feedback.  
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3.3.2 Empirical Evidence 

Echoing the results of Schumann et al.’s [20] study of the impact of the provisionality of architectural drawings 

on architect-client discussions about design, observations made in our ethnographic studies illustrate the role of 

provisionality in facilitating communication about algorithms. In Study I, students used SAMBA to construct  

visualizations with low Provisionality. As we discovered, such visualizations tended to stimulate programming war 

stories, rather than discussions about algorithm concepts. In contrast, as we found in Study II, students’ high 

Provisionality art supply visualizations tended to stimulate more relevant discussions about the algorithms being 

visualized. It was as though the unpolished appearance of students' art supply visualizations invited criticism and 

feedback. 

3.4 Story Content 

3.4.1 Description 

 An end user visualization with Story Content portrays domain concepts in terms of an underlying story or 

metaphor. We hypothesize that end user visualizations with story content tend to stimulate livelier discussions than 

end user programs that contain purely geometrical elements.  

3.4.2 Empirical Evidence 

 In our ethnographic studies, a minority of students (13%) constructed visualizations based on stories or 

scenarios in which real or fictitious human beings were engaged in some problem-solving venture.  For example, 

one student in Study II constructed a visualization of the longest common subsequence problem.2 based on the story 

of “Knuth’s Ark:”  

The world is flooded once again, and Knuth’s Ark, which contains a pen of wild animals, lands on an island with a pen of wild animals of its 
own.  Knuth’s Ark has limited space, and Knuth must select only those animals on the island that have mates on the Ark. Which ones should 
he select so as to save the most pairs of animals? 

As it turned out, this particular visualization generated a lively, lengthy discussion with two main threads. The 

first thread concerned the appropriateness of the story as an analogy for the longest common subsequence problem. 

As the course instructor immediately recognized, in order for the story to work, the animals must be kept in stalls so 

                                                           

2Given two sequences of objects, what is the longest (not necessarily contiguous) subsequence that the two sequences have in common? The 

problem can be solved efficiently using dynamic programming. 
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that their order is maintained. “Otherwise,” as he pointed out, “you’re solving the biggest common subset, which is 

another problem.” However, this altered storyline proved unsatisfying; it seemed unlikely that Knuth would find the 

animals on the island confined to such stalls. Accordingly, in the second thread of the discussion, the student and 

instructor set out to find an appropriate algorithm that matched the Knuth’s Ark scenario.  

As this example illustrates, while end user visualizations with story content may stimulate livelier discussions, 

such discussions run the risk of straying from underlying domain concepts, and may instead focus on features of the 

stories themselves. Further research is needed in order to better understand the conditions under which story content 

supports, and hinders, salient discussions about domain concepts.  

3.5 Modifiability 

3.5.1 Description 

Closely related to Green and Petre’s [1] notions of progressive evaluation and viscosity, a visualization's 

Modifiability reflects the degree to which the visualization can be dynamically altered in response to the dynamics 

of a discussion—for example, requests for “what-if” analyses, suggestions for improvement, and questions 

regarding what is going on at different levels of abstraction.  We hypothesize that, the more dynamically modifiable 

the program, the better able is the program to mediate discussions about the underlying domain concepts being 

represented by the program.  In essence, a highly modifiable program serves as a powerful communicative resource 

[10] that enables audience members to participate more fully in a discussion by couching their questions and 

comments in terms of the visualization.   

3.5.2 Empirical Evidence 

In the visualization storyboard presentations of Study II, students and the instructor frequently exploited the 

Modifiability of art supplies in their discussions of algorithms.  For example, in her presentation of a storyboard of 

Kruskal’s and Prim’s minimum spanning tree algorithms, one student presenter realized partway through that it 

might be instructive for her storyboard to illustrate why a particular graph edge is not selected:  

I was thinking of highlighting the edge [being considered].   If it is not picked because it. . .creates a cycle. Yeah, then I would explain [why] 
in a window underneath.” 

Noticeably excited because he could see that something had just clicked for the student, the instructor 

responded by modifying her storyboard:   
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Oh, that would be nice.  It would be nice if you can highlight the cycle, so you can actually show, here’s a cycle.  You can use yet another 
color for that.  Temporarily you show this whole cycle flashing.  Sure, that would show this thing working. 

Because the student’s visualization was constructed out of art supplies, the instructor's suggestions could to be 

tested out on the spot. In contrast, owing to SAMBA’s low Modifiability, Study I presentations seldom elicited 

design suggestions like this one. 

3.6 Controllability 

3.6.1 Description 

Like Modifiability, Controllability facilitates communication by enabling a presenter to dynamically respond to 

an audience’s questions and comments. In particular, a program’s Controllability reflects the flexibility with which a 

presenter can control an end user visualization's execution in response to twists and turns in a discussion. This 

entails the ability to step through a visualization both forwards and backwards and at varying speeds, the ability to 

jump to an arbitrary point in the visualization executation, and the ability to view the visualization from different 

angles, and at different levels of abstraction.  

3.6.2 Empirical Evidence 

We observed that student presenters frequently fast-forwarded a presentation past the boring parts in order to 

highlight the interesting parts, with the meaning of “boring” and “interesting” being collaboratively agreed-upon 

during the presentation.  In addition, audience members often requested that a presenter step through an interesting 

section slowly, or go back and revisit it again. In the art supply presentations of Study II, such requests could be 

easily accommodated. However, because SAMBA does not enable a presenter to execute a visualization in reverse, 

or to quickly jump to a point of interest, students in Study I could not accommodate such requests. 

3.7 Referencability 

3.7.1 Description 

Deictic gesture is essential to human conversation (see, e.g., [10], pp. 58-62).  Indeed, without the ability to 

point to what one is talking about, statements like “this goes to here” and “No, I mean that one” would remain 

ambiguous. A visualization's Referencability reflects the ease with which conversational participants can refer to 

elements of the visualization. High Referencability facilitates conversation by making it easy for conversational 

participants to use an end user visualization as a resource for disambiguating contextual references like the ones 
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above. Low Referencability, by contrast, inhibits conversation by making it difficult for conversational participants 

to refer to the visualization elements they are talking about. 

3.7.2 Empirical Evidence 

 In our ethnographic studies, students’ end user visualizations served as essential anchors for discussion.  

Frequently in Study II, students annotated their storyboards as they presented them. For example, they circled two 

values that the algorithm was currently comparing, or they drew directional arrows to indicate process flow. In 

addition, they frequently enlisted some sort of a pointer—their fingers, a stick, or a laser—to focus their audience’s 

attention on the referents of an explanation. In the Study I SAMBA presentations, students performed the same kind 

of deictic pointing, often with the computer mouse cursor; however, SAMBA did not allow them to mark up their 

visualizations during presentation.   

4. Applying the ‘Communicative Dimensions’ 

As is the case with Green & Petre’s ‘Cognitive Dimensions’, the ‘Communicative Dimensions’ just presented 

can prove valuable in the design and evaluation of end user visualization systems.  In particular, decisions made 

along the dimensions can lead to end user visualization environments that more or less support various aspects of 

human communication. Table 2 identifies the extremes of the design space circumscribed by the dimensions. For 

each dimension, the table lists the general design implication for both communication-inhibiting and 

communication-supporting end user visualization environments. 

The design implications listed in Table 2 are admittedly high-level and imprecise. The next question to ask is, 

To what specific design features might design decisions along the dimensions lead? To answer this question, and to 

demonstrate the value of the framework as an analytic tool, this section uses the ‘Communicative Dimensions’ to 

analyze five publicly-available end user visualization environments (URLs in parentheses):  

• SAMBA [14] (http://www.cc.gatech.edu/gvu/softviz/algoanim/samba.html); 

• visualization storyboarding3 [16]; 

• ChemSense4 [7] (http://www.chemsense.org); 

                                                           

3Since visualization storyboarding is a technique, not a software system, it is not available on the web; however, the materials with which 

visualization storyboards are constructed (simple art supplies) are readily available. 
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• AgentSheets [2] (http://agentsheets.com); and 

• ALICE [21] (http://www.alice.org).  

The first two of these environments correspond to the end user algorithm visualization environments that 

students used in our ethnographic studies; they are included to highlight two environments that, when used within 

the same application domain (algorithm visualization), emerge as nearly polar opposites within the ‘Communicative 

Dimensions’ design space.  The remaining three end user environments are strategically chosen to illustrate both a 

diversity of alternative visualization application domains, and a range of design choices along each dimension.  

Since the example environments are publicly available, interested readers are invited to obtain and install the 

environments in order to make the analyses that follow more concrete. 

In each of the five subsections that follow, we begin by briefly describing one of the example environments. 

We then perform a ‘Communicative Dimensions’ analysis of the environment. For each dimension, we consider the 

environment’s support for communication along that dimension, and provide a numerical rating of the environment 

on the five point scale shown in Table 3. A reasoned explanation accompanies each rating; whenever possible, we 

ground that explanation in available empirical data. 

4.1 SAMBA 

4.1.1 Description 

As discussed in Section 2.1, SAMBA [14] defines a high-level scripting language geared specifically toward 

the construction of algorithm visualizations (see Figure 1). By annotating program source code with commands in 

this language, computer science students can generate a visualization of the program as a byproduct of the 

program's execution.  

4.1.2 Analysis 

Programming Salience (rating: 1). Two features of SAMBA place it on the communication-inhibiting end of the 

Programming Salience dimension. First, it relies on Cartesian coordinates to size and position visualization objects. 

As we found in our ethnographic studies, having to lay out a program in terms of Cartesian coordinates is 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

4At the time of this writing, ChemSense was slated to be released to the public sometime in 2004. 
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distracting. Second, as described in Section 2.1, SAMBA is intended for use as an annotation language: one 

programs a visualization by annotating a conventional program (e.g., C++) with calls to SAMBA commands that 

create and update the visualization (see  (see Figure 1a and Figure 1b). As we discovered in our ethnographic 

studies, programming with SAMBA in this way tends to steep one in low-level graphics, diverting one’s focus from 

the algorithm being visualized. 

Provisionality (rating: 1). SAMBA requires visualization programs to be laid out precisely in terms of Cartesian 

coordinates. As our ethnographic observations indicate, that requirement encourages “tweaking,” resulting in 

visualizations on the communication-inhibiting end of the Provisionality dimension.  

Story Content (rating: 3). SAMBA does not contain any features that directly support or inhibit the creation of 

animations based on storylines. We thus give SAMBA a neutral rating with respect to the Story Content dimension.  

Modifiability (rating: 1). As mentioned above, SAMBA is intended for use as an annotation language embedded 

within a conventional compiled programming language such as C++. As a result, modifying a SAMBA program 

requires a time-consuming edit-compile-execute cycle, which is clearly impractical within the scope of an 

interactive discussion. It therefore lies on the communication-inhibiting end of the Modifiability dimension. 

Controllability (rating: 1). SAMBA’s reliance on a compiled language results in an execution control interface 

that supports only forward stepping and execution (see Figure 1d). It is impossible to reverse-execute a SAMBA 

script, and the SAMBA environment must be exited and restarted in order to reset a SAMBA script to the 

beginning.  As a result, SAMBA falls on the communication-inhibiting end of the Controllability dimension. 

  Referencability (rating: 1). Since it provides no explicit support for on-the-spot mark-up, annotation, or 

pointing SAMBA lies on the communication-inhibiting end of the Referencability dimension. 

The “wheel plot” of Figure 2 graphically depicts where SAMBA lies within the ‘Communicative’ design space; 

we shall use this representation throughout this section in order to summarize our ‘Communicative Dimensions’ 

analysis of each environment. The wheel plot contains six spokes, each of which represents one of the 

‘Communicative Dimensions’. Our rating of the environment with respect to each dimension is mapped to the 

length of the corresponding spoke. Lower (communication-inhibiting) ratings map to shorter spokes (as measured 

from the center of the wheel), while higher (communication-supporting) ratings map to longer spokes.  By 

connecting the endpoints of the spokes, we obtain the wheel plot's hexagonal shape—a graphical depiction of where 

the environment lies in the six-dimensional ‘Communicative’ space. 
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4.2 Visualization Storyboarding 

4.2.1 Description 

Visualization storyboarding [16] is a general technique for quickly creating a “homemade” visualization of a 

phenomenon of interest out of simple art supplies (pens, paper, scissors, etc.). For example, Figure 2 illustrates a 

snapshot of a visualization storyboard of the “QuickSelect” algorithm (see, e.g., [22], pp. 153–155, 185, 187–188); 

we collected this sample as part of a prior experimental study [23]. Recall that, in the ethnographic studies presented 

in Section 2, students used the visualization storyboarding technique to create their own homemade visualizations of 

computer algorithms under study. 

4.2.2 Analysis 

Programming Salience (rating: 3). Because it involves working with materials (art supplies) with which end 

users are likely to be comfortable and familiar, visualization storyboarding does not require end users to steep 

themselves in low-level programming details that might distract them. At the same time, visualization storyboarding 

is devoid of any explicit constructs that might focusend users on domain-specific concepts. Therefore, we rate it as 

neutral with respect to the Programming Salience dimension. 

Provisionality (rating: 5).  Because art supplies encourage quick sketching and modification, the visualization 

storyboarding technique encourages the creation of visualizations on the communication-supporting end of the 

Provisionality dimension, as we learned in our second ethnographic field study (see Section 3.1.2). 

Story Content (rating: 3). Because it contains no specific features that support or discourage the creation of 

visualizations with storylines, visualization storyboarding is neutral with respect to the Story Content dimension. 

Modifiability (rating 5). As we found in our second ethnographic field study, modifying a visualization 

storyboard in the course of a conversation is as easy as moving a piece of construction paper, crossing out a mark, 

or sketching new marks. Visualization storyboarding therefore lies on the communication-supporting end of the 

Modifiability dimension.   

Controllability (rating 5). Since there exists no machine-based execution model for a visualization storyboard, 

its execution is totally under human control. A human presenter is free to execute the visualization at any speed, and 

in any direction, eliding or highlighting sections of the execution in response to the audience. Therefore, 
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visualization storyboarding is maximally controllable, and falls squarely at the communication-supporting end of 

the Controllability dimension. 

Referencability (rating 4). As we found in our ethnographic studies, visualization storyboards can be easily 

marked up and annotated during an interactive presentation. A weakness of the medium with respect to 

Referencability is that marks and annotations are not easy to erase when they are no longer needed. Overall, 

however, visualization storyboarding definitely tends toward the communication-supporting end of the 

Referencability dimension. 

The wheel plot of Figure 4 graphically depicts where visualization storyboarding lies within the 

‘Communicative’ design space. A comparison of Figure 4 and Figure 2 highlights the stark contrast between 

visualization storyboarding and SAMBA with respect to their support for human communication within the domain 

of algorithm visualization. 

4.3 ChemSense  

4.3.1 Description 

The ChemSense Studio [7] contains a suite of tools with which chemistry students can create, manipulate, 

explore, and share a variety of chemistry representations. ChemSense employs a client-server architecture that 

requires students to log in to the system. Once they have done this, they are presented with the interface shown in 

Figure 5.  The left-hand pane contains a hierarchy of folders; it allows students to select the representations (either 

their own, or those of another student) with which to work. The right-hand pane contains the workspace. This is 

where students can create and edit their own representations, or view and comment upon those of their classmates.  

ChemSense supports the creation of a variety of representations, including drawings of chemical structures, 

textual descriptions, and dynamic animations of chemical processes. Our ‘Communicative Dimensions’ analysis 

focuses on ChemSense’s animation tool (right-hand pane of Figure 5), which enables the end user to build an 

animation by creating a series of individual keyframes.  A palette of drawing tools are available (see left-hand side 

of animation tool on right-hand side of Figure 5) for drawing the common elements of a chemical structure diagram, 

including an “atom” tool and a “bond” (link) tool. After a given animation frame is created, the end user can create 

the next frame by copying the elements of the first frame into a new frame, which can then by edited as needed. 
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Once all animation frames have been generated in this manner, the end user can use the animation control interface 

(bottom of animation tool on right-hand side of Figure 5) to execute or step the animation forwards or backwards. 

4.3.2 Analysis 

   Programming Salience (rating: 5). Because the drawing tool palette in ChemSense contains the common 

elements of a chemical structure diagram, end users are encouraged to focus on the elements of chemical process 

they are animating, rather than extraneous programming details. Therefore, ChemSense is squarely on the 

communication-supporting end of the Programming Salience dimension. 

Provisionality (rating: 2). ChemSense animations must be composed of the atomic elements on the drawing 

tools palette. Since these elements lead to diagrams that look much like what one might find in a Chemistry text, 

ChemSense tends toward the communication-inhibiting end of the Provisionality dimension. 

Story Content (rating: 3). Like the other environments discussed above, ChemSense does not contain any 

features that directly support or inhibit the creation of animations based on storylines; therefore, we rate ChemSense 

as neutral with respect to the Story Content dimension.  

Modifiability (rating: 4). To modify a ChemSense animation, an end user must use the drawing tools to edit one 

or more keyframes. A simple change might require the modification of one or two keyframes; a major change might 

require all keyframes to be edited. Thus, while generally more difficult to modify than a visualization storyboard 

(which supports animation through the use of moveable “cutout” objects), a ChemSense animation is more readily 

modifiable than a Samba animation, especially since it can be modified within the same environment in which it is 

executed. We therefore place ChemSense on the communication-supporting end of the Modifiability dimension, 

with the acknowledgement that it is slightly less communication-supporting than visualization storyboards.  

Controllability (rating: 5). ChemSense’s animation control interface supports single-stepping and execution in 

both the forwards and backwards directions. A keybrame ‘filmstrip’ at the bottom of the tool also makes it possible 

to jump quickly to any frame of the animation. ChemSense therefore lies on the communication-supporting end of 

the Controllability dimension. 

Referencability (rating: 5). ChemSense supports a facility with which the animation creator, or other students 

who choose to view and comment on the author’s animation, may annotate the animation with comments and 
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feedback. Because of its direct support for peer-to-peer comments, ChemSense stands out from the other 

environments analyzed here for its high support for communication with respect to the Referencability dimension. 

The wheel plot of Figure 6 summarizes the above analysis by graphically illustrating where ChemSense lies 

within the ‘Communicative’ design space. 

4.4 AgentSheets 

4.4.1 Description 

Rooted in a declarative language that supports programmable agents and grid-based reasoning, AgentSheets [2] 

empowers end users to build sophisticated interactive simulations of phenomena in a wide range of application 

domains. For example, elementary school students have used AgentSheets to create their own simulations of 

ecosystems and food webs; high school students have used AgentSheets to construct tell stories of historical events; 

space researchers have used AgentSheets to model the effects of microgravity on E. Coli bacteria; and science 

authors have used AgentSheets to create animated explanations of  scientific processes (see [24] for more on these 

examples). 

AgentSheets simulations are composed of programmable agents that take on iconic form within a grid-based 

simulation world. To define an agent, the end user first names the agent and gives it one or more graphical 

representations. The end user uses a bitmap editor (Figure 7a) to create a new representation, or to edit an existing 

one, which may be imported from a graphics file. Next, the end user defines if-then rules to specify the behavior of 

simulation agents. The condition (if) part of each rule expresses a trigger event; the result (then) part of the rule 

identifies an action to be performed if the trigger event occurs.  For example, Figure 7b defines a rule for a fish in a 

fishbowl simulation: “5 percent of the time that the grid position above me is empty, move me up one grid position.”  

Figure 7d shows a sample worksheet that implements the classic ‘game of life’ simulation. To run this 

simulation, the end user first needs to use the worksheet tools (upper left hand side of Figure 7d) to populate the 

worksheet with ‘person’ agents. The end user can then use the simulation control interface (bottom of Figure 7d) to 

start, pause, and single step the simulation.   The simulation proceeds by scanning the rules of each simulation agent 

in turn. Each individual agent’s rules are scanned top to bottom. The first rule that evaluates to true is fired; all 

others for that agent are ignored. 
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4.4.2 Analysis 

Programming salience (rating: 3). The AgentSheets language is powerful and general-purpose. Indeed, end 

users can use the language to build a wide range of sophisticated simulations. While we are aware of no empirical 

studies that examine the focus of AgentSheets programmers, our own experience with the language suggests that 

programming in AgentSheets requires a mapping between the simulation domain and the grid-based paradigm of 

AgentSheets. If the simulation domain easily maps onto the AgentSheets programming domain, as is clearly the 

case for many two-dimensional spatial simulations such as the ‘game of life’, then the end user will likely remain 

focused on domain concepts throughout the programming process. If, in contrast, the simulation domain does not 

easily map onto the AgentSheets programming domain—as, for example, in the case of a computer science student 

who wants to use AgentSheets to produce an algorithm visualization of a procedural algorithm—then the end user’s 

focus is likely to stray from domain concepts as she or she engages in the ‘programming games’ [1] necessary to 

perform the mapping.  Thus, because of its lack of domain specificity, it is difficult to give AgentSheets a single 

rating for Programming Salience. As is often the case in a ‘Communicative Dimensions’ analysis, its rating along 

this dimension is intimately tied to the particular programming task. For the purposes of this analysis, we will give 

AgentSheets a neutral (3) rating for Programming Salience.  

Provisionality (rating: 3). Agents, the atomic elements of an AgentSheets simulation, are created with a bitmap 

editor (see Figure 7a). To draw an agent in this editor, the end user uses the pencil and eraser tools to turn pixels on 

and off.  While the creation of sketched graphics with high Provisionality is certainly possible, it is neither directly 

supported nor prohibited. Therefore, we rate AgentSheets as neutral (3) along the Provisionality dimension.    

Story Content (rating: 4). As discussed above, AgentSheets has been used as a medium for telling stories in a 

history class. One feature of AgentSheets that supports storytelling is a class of rules that allow agents to “talk” 

(through text bubbles) to other agents, and to respond to the talk of other agents. While end users certainly do not 

have to use this feature—indeed, they may not even notice that it exists—its existence does move AgentSheets 

toward the communication-supporting end of the Story Content dimension.  

Modifiability (rating: 4).  The “input data” to a simulation—that is, the agents that initially appear—can be 

easily modified with the tools on the upper-right hand side of the simulation worksheet (Figure 7d). The actual 

behavior of a simulation can also be readily changed at run-time simply by (a) stopping the simulation, (b) double-

clicking on an agent in the gallery window (Figure 7c), and (c) modifying the corresponding rules in the “Behavior” 
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window (Figure 7d). Such modification could be made easier if the execution environment illustrated the 

correspondence between the simulation and the rule invocations that are driving it.  Given the tight coupling 

between its execution and authoring environments, AgentSheets tends toward the communication-supporting end of 

the Modifiability dimension. However, because of its failure to illustrate the correspondence between a simulation’s 

execution and the rules that are driving it, we rate AgentSheets a 4 instead of a 5.  

Controllability (rating: 3) AgentSheet’s execution control interface (bottom of Figure 7d) enables the end user 

to start, single-step, and pause the simulation. In addition, the simulation can be rewound to its original starting 

point with the “Reset” button. However, a simulation cannot be executed in reverse. Given that execution all the 

way back to the beginning is possible, but continuous reverse execution is not, we give AgentSheets a neutral rating 

with respect to Controllability. 

Referencability (rating: 2). The “?” tool in the simulation window (in the tools palette on the left-hand side of 

Figure 7d) allows one to obtain further details on a given agent at run-time simply by clicking on the agent. 

However, AgentSheets provides no tool for dynamically annotating or marking up a simulation as it is executing. 

This lack of key referencing functionality places AgentSheets toward the communication-inhibiting end of the 

Referencability dimension.  

The wheel plot of Figure 8 summarizes the above analysis by graphically illustrating where AgentSheets lies 

within the ‘Communicative’ design space. 

4.5 Alice 

4.5.1 Description 

Alice was originally developed as a general-purpose environment for rapidly prototyping three dimensional 

virtual reality scenes [21]. Its application domain gradually shifted to computer science education, where it has been 

recently packaged as an instructional environment for teaching introductory programming [25].  

Figure 9a presents a snapshot of the Alice programming environment. The upper-left hand pane contains the 

objects defined within the world. The lower-right hand pane contains the properties, methods, and questions that 

may be asked about (questions are used to define conditionals) the currently selected object—in this case, the ice 

skater. The middle pane provides a preview snapshot of the world being defined. The upper left-hand pane shows 
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the events for which actions are currently defined; one such event, ‘When the world starts’, triggers the invocation 

of the myfirstanimation method displayed in the lower right-hand pane.  

The centerpiece of Alice is a powerful, object-oriented scripting language for animating actors in three-

dimensional worlds. A key feature of the scripting language—one that makes it particularly well-suited to beginning 

programmers—is its structure editor. Rather than typing in commands, end users must formulate commands by 

dragging-and-dropping valid statements (e.g., ‘If/Else’; see bottom of lower right-hand pane of Figure 9a) into the 

programming area (the area labeled by World.myfirstanimation in Figure 9a); these statements can then be filled in 

by dragging-and-dropping items in the lower left-hand pane (properties, methods, and questions) into the 

appropriate ‘slots’ in the statements.   

In Alice, end users build animations by writing methods and composing them into scenes. To ease this process, 

Alice comes with large gallery of three-dimensional objects that can be imported into an animation. With the help of 

predefined generic methods such as move, resize, and turn, end users can define higher-level methods specific to a 

particular object—for example, skate and spin, in the case of the IceSkater object used in the program of Figure 9a. 

End users can then use those higher-level methods to build a sequence of steps that drive an animation scene. 

At any time in the programming process, an animation can be viewed by clicking on the ‘Play’ button. This 

brings up a separate animation window with execution controls that allow the user to start or pause the animation, 

restart the animation from the beginning, or take a picture of the animation (see Figure 9b).   

4.5.2 Analysis 

Programming Salience (rating: 5). The Alice environment supports at least three features that focus end users 

on the application domain being visualized (the three dimensional scene), rather than on lower level programming 

details. First, Alice’s scripting language contains a set of commands that are geared specifically toward 

programming animations—for example, move, resize, rotate and orient to. Second, all of Alice’s animation 

commands involve either human-friendly units (‘revolutions’, ‘meters’, ‘seconds’), or other objects in the animation 

(e.g., ‘move IceSkater to Cube’). Third, Alice’s scripting language allows the end user to formulate an animation’s 

logic in terms of the spatial, proximal, and size relationships among the objects in an animation. All of these 

features place the Alice environment solidly on the communication-supporting end of the Programming Salience 

dimension.  
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Provisionality (rating: 1). Alice animations contain sophisticated three-dimensional objects that model the real 

world (see, e.g., Figure 9b). Such representations are clearly the exact opposite of provisional sketches. Alice 

animations therefore lie on the communication-inhibiting end of the Provisionality dimension. 

Story Content (rating: 5). Because it is an environment for modeling real-world scenes, Alice encourages end 

users to tell stories; indeed, the scenes themselves can be seen as stories. In addition to the naturalness of the Alice 

world as a storytelling medium, the Alice environment provides specific support for storytelling in the form of two 

predefined methods: one that enables an animation object to ‘speak’ through a thought bubble, and another that 

plays a sound, which can be recorded by the user within the environment.  

Modifiability (rating: 4). As is the case with AgentSheets, Alice’s editing environment (Figure 9a) is tightly 

coupled with its execution environment (Figure 9b). As a result, within an interactive presentation, a presenter can 

easily halt a scene, modify it on the spot, and re-execute it. Likewise, just like AgentSheets, the Alice environment 

fails to illustrate the correspondence between the visualization and the code that drives it, making it more difficult 

for an end user to determine what code should be modified. Therefore, like AgentSheets, Alice tends toward the 

communication-supporting end of the Modifiability dimension, but does not receive the highest possible rating. 

Controllability (rating: 3) Alice’s execution control interface (Figure 9b) enables the end user to start and pause 

an animation, as well as to restart an animation from the beginning. The interface does not allow single stepping or 

reverse execution.   Given that execution all the way back to the beginning is possible, but reverse execution and 

single stepping are not possible, we give Alice a neutral rating with respect to Controllability. 

Referencability (rating: 1). The Alice environment provides no specific support for referencing the elements of 

an animation as it is executing, either through a dynamic mark-up pen or a conspicuous pointer. As a result, Alice 

falls squarely on the communication-inhibiting end of the Referencability dimension.  

The wheel plot of Figure 10 summarizes the above analysis by graphically illustrating where Alice lies within 

the ‘Communicative’ design space. 

5. Discussion 

In the preceding section, we applied the ‘Communicative Dimensions’ framework to a diverse sample of end 

user visualization environments, ranging from simple art supplies (visualization storyboarding) to an environment 

for constructing sophisticated three dimensional virtual worlds (ALICE). As the summary wheel plots presented 
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with the analyses indicate, our sample environments occupy a wide range of positions within the ‘Communicative’ 

design space. We now turn to a general discussion of the lessons to be learned from the preceding analyses. In 

particular, focusing on each dimension in turn, we identify the general features of a visualization environment that 

tend to influence an environment’s support of human communication.  

5.1 Programming Salience 

With respect to the Programming Salience dimension, the above analyses suggest that domain-specific 

visualization programming languages lead to higher Programming Salience, whereas general-purpose visualization 

programming languages promote lower Programming Salience. For example, SAMBA, the environment that rated 

the lowest on the Programming Salience scale, requires end users to create visualizations in a general-purpose 

programming language like C++, which is far-removed from the domain of algorithm visualization. In stark 

contrast, the animation language of ChemSense, which rated highest on the Programming Salience scale, includes 

elements (atoms, bonds, etc.) that focus end users squarely on the chemical processes they are animating, rather than 

on extraneous low-level programming details. Somewhere in the middle is visualization storyboarding; while art 

supplies are too general to provide domain-specific constructs, they tend to be a familiar and comfortable enough as 

a programming medium that they do not get in the way. 

Clearly, when designing an end user visualization environment for Programming Salience, designers must 

contemplate a fundamental tradeoff:  Should a wide range of possible visualizations be supported, or should a 

narrow range of domain-specific visualizations be supported? If the overall goal is to support visualizations in a 

wide range of domains, as is the case for environments like AgentSheets, then a more powerful, general-purpose 

language is completely appropriate. However, as the Programming Salience dimension posits, programming 

generality tends to come at the expense of Programming Salience. 

5.2 Provisionality 

Based on the preceding analyses, the Provisionality of a visualization environment tends to be hindered by three 

features. First, environments with the lowest Provisionality tend to be those that removed the end user from the 

creation of a visualization’s atomic elements. For example, both Alice and ChemSense require end users to 

construct visualizations out of predefined components—either three-dimensional objects or two-dimensional 

chemical components. Such representations cannot be edited, nor do they provide a means for expressing 
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provisionality (e.g., a mechanism for changing the line style to dotted or wavy).  Second, even if a visualization 

environment supports the construction of atomic objects, its Provisionality will suffer if it does not support direct-

manipulation layout (as is the case with SAMBA), or if its direct-manipulation layout editor does not support 

sketching (as is the case with AgentSheet’s bitmap editor). In contrast, the best determinant of high Provisionality 

appears to be whether or not the environment supports pen input. Indeed, visualization storyboarding, which rates 

the highest in the Provisionality dimension, derives its Provisionality from its support for quick sketching and easy 

modification.  

5.3 Story Content 

Three of the sample environments were rated as neutral with respect to Story Content, with the other two 

environments receiving ratings on the communication-supporting end of the dimension. Interestingly, no general 

features of any of the sample environments appear to inhibit storytelling. We are, in fact, hard-pressed to identify 

any general features that might do so. In contrast, AgentSheets and Alice, the two sample environments that rated 

on the communication-supporting side of the dimension, suggest two general features that can support storytelling. 

First, Alice’s gallery of predefined ‘characters’ with programmable behaviors would appear to encourage end users 

to construct visualizations that tell stories. Second, both Alice and Agentsheets provide objects with predefined 

methods that allow the objects to ‘talk’ through written thought bubbles, or even through audio. These methods 

would appear to encourage end users to include dialog—a key element of storytelling—in their visualizations. 

5.4 Modifiability 

The preceding analyses show that an end user visualization environment’s Modifiability turns on the extent of 

the coupling it supports between its authoring and execution environments. A loose coupling between the two 

environments—which exists, for example, in SAMBA—leads to low Modifiability. This is because the overhead 

required to switch from the execution environment to the programming environment makes it difficult, if not 

impossible, to modify a program dynamically during the course of an interactive discussion.  In contrast, a tight 

coupling between the execution and authoring environments leads to high Modifiability. Indeed, in AgentSheets and 

Alice, it is extremely easy, during an interactive presentation, to switch to the authoring environment, tweak some 

code, and re-execute the visualization. With respect to Modifiability, the only downside of these two environments 

is their failure to make visible the correspondence between the visualization and the code that is driving it; it may 
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not be immediately obvious to end users what piece of code needs to be changed. Visualization storyboarding rates 

even higher with respect to Modifiability, both because execution and authoring environments are indistinguishable, 

and because there is no underlying code to correlate with the visualization; the visualization is totally driven by the 

end user. 

5.5 Controllability 

As we have seen, the Controllability of a visualization environment depends largely on the visualization 

language that underlies it. SAMBA, the environment with the lowest Controllability rating, is driven by a compiled 

programming language. As a result, its execution can only proceed in the forwards direction; restarting a 

visualization from the beginning requires exiting and reentering the environment. AgentSheets and Alice, in 

contrast, define interpreted languages that support somewhat higher Controllability. While visualizations in these 

environments are not reverse executable, it is at least easy to start a visualization over. The environments with the 

highest Controllability, Visualization storyboarding and ChemSense, lack formal underlying visualization languages 

altogether. As a result, visualizations in these environments can be executed in both directions, and it is easy to 

jump quickly to any point in a visualization’s execution. 

5.6 Referencability 

As we have seen, supporting the kinds of deictic referencing that are commonplace in human communication 

does not require sophisticated design features. The two environments in the sample that rate highly on the 

Referencability dimension (visualization storyboarding and ChemSense) do nothing more than make it easy for end 

users to reference what they are talking about by directly marking up and annotating their visualizations. We 

speculate that an environment’s Referencability could also greatly benefit from a special pointing tool that 

intelligently highlights a component of a visualization when the mouse is over it.  None of the environments in our 

sample supports this feature, although we are aware of one environment outside of the sample that does (Belvedere; 

see [26]). 

6. Summary and future research 

In this article, we have argued that, in addition to their traditional role in supporting the quick and easy 

construction of domain-specific visualizations, end user visualization environments can serve as powerful resources 
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for mediating human communication about a domain of interest.  Drawing both on a theory of communication and 

on empirical studies, we have presented a preliminary characterization of that communicative role in the form of a 

framework of ‘Communicative Dimensions’.  By applying the framework to a sample of five publicly-available end 

user visualization environments, we have illustrated the ease with which the dimensions can be applied, 

demonstrated the kinds of conclusions that can be drawn from a ‘Communicative Dimensions’ analysis, and 

identified the general features of end user visualization environments that tend to influence their support for human 

communication. Just as Green and Petre’s framework of cognitive dimensions [1] articulates “cognitively-relevant” 

(p. 131) aspects of end user environments, so too does our framework aim to characterize those aspects of end user 

environments that impact human communication.  

We conclude by highlighting two caveats that come with the framework, and by outlining several promising 

directions for future research. 

6.1 Caveats 

The first caveat to bear in mind when applying the framework has to do with its intended use. Like Green and 

Petre’s ‘Cognitive Dimensions’ framework, the ‘Communicative Dimensions’ framework is intended to serve as a 

preliminary “discussion tool” ([1], p. 132) for designers and evaluators interested in articulating the characteristics 

of end user visualization environments that could potentially impact their ability to mediate human conversations. It 

is not intended to be used as a set of universal, prescriptive statements about the desirability of specific design 

features.  

Indeed, the particular situations and tasks for which a visualization environment is being designed may well 

dictate that communication-inhibiting design decisions be made in the interest of the system’s overall usability 

goals. Thus, depending on the particulars of the design scenario, it may not be necessarily bad for an environment to 

lie on the communication-inhibiting end of a given dimension, nor may it be necessarily good for an environment to 

lie on the communication-supporting end of a given dimension. As is the case with any good design, a visualization 

environment’s design must respond to the particulars of the situation of use, which can only be understood through 

a sound, user-centered design process.   

The second caveat to keep in mind when applying this framework has to do with the tentativeness of the 

conclusions that can be drawn from it. The framework, in its present state, articulates tendencies; it does not assert 
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causality. Thus, in a given situation, there exists no guarantee that a given visualization environment will help two 

or more people to negotiate a shared understanding of some phenomenon just because the environment falls on the 

communication-supporting end of a given dimension. As the Situated Action Theory on which the framework is 

based asserts, an innumerable array of situational particulars, including the shared background of the conversational 

participants, the amount of time available, and the social relationships of those involved, may figure prominently in 

the success or failure of a given communication episode. As a ‘broad-brush’ framework, the ‘Communicative 

Dimensions’ cannot possibly take such particulars into account.  

This caveat is valid in the other direction as well: Just because an environment lies on the communication-

inhibiting end of a given dimension does not mean that it will necessary fail to help two or more people mediate a 

shared understanding of a phenomenon of interest. The Situated Action Theory upon which the framework is based 

reminds us that people are amazingly adaptable and creative when it comes to communication; we have a keen 

ability to negotiate shared understandings in the face of seemingly impossible situations. This certainly includes an 

ability to communicate effectively—albeit with more effort, and with a greater risk of communicative breakdown—

even when we use communication-inhibiting end user visualization environments. 

6.2 Directions for Future Research 

The ‘Communicative Dimensions’ framework presented here raises at least four key questions for future 

research.  First, just as is the case with the Cognitive Dimensions, there clearly exist tradeoffs among the 

dimensions; design choices made in consideration of one dimension may impact other dimensions as well. For 

example, in our own research into algorithm visualization environments, we have observed that an environment 

may obtain high Provisionality at the expense of low Programming Salience. This is precisely because of the 

potential imprecision of a highly provisional notation, which may lack the kind of underlying constructs that 

encourage the end user author to focus on domain concepts. Further research is needed in order to identify such 

tradeoffs, and to articulate them more clearly.   

Second, and closely related, designers interested in engineering an environment for both cognitive efficiency and 

communicative efficacy must clearly weigh tradeoffs between the two. Given the ‘Cognitive Dimensions’ 

framework that already exists, and the ‘Communicative Dimensions’ framework just presented, future research is 
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needed to articulate the interactions between these two sets of dimensions, with the ultimate objective of better 

understanding what tradeoffs are involved in balancing cognitive and communicative design goals.  

Third, future research could, through empirical studies, establish more precise cause-effect relationships between 

specific communicative design features and specific communicative activity.  Such empirical studies will require 

research methodologies capable of analyzing and quantifying human communication—for instance, conversation 

analysis [27] and content analysis [28].  

A final research question concerns extending the framework: What other aspects of end user environments 

impact human communication?  Just as the Cognitive Dimensions framework has grown over the years, so too do 

we anticipate that the framework presented here will be extended and refined, as it is informed by a growing body 

of empirical research into the communicative activity mediated by visualization environments. 
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Figures 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) Annotating a C++ Program with SAMBA Routines  

    
 

 

 

(c) Animation Window 

 

extern MyAnimator football_bsort; 
 
main(int argc, char *argv[]) 
{ 
  int n,i,j,temp,a[50],count; 
  char str[100]; 
   . . . 
  football_bsort.Ready(n); 
    for (j=n-2; j>=0; --j) { 
      football_bsort.StartOuter(); 
      for (i=0; i<=j; ++i) { 
        football_bsort.Compare(i,i+1); 
    . . . 
      } 
      football_bsort.InPlace(j+1); 
    } 
  . . . 
  } 

Figure 1. Elements of the SAMB
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Figure 2. Graphical Summary of ‘Communicative D
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football_bsort::Compare(int i, int j) { 
  //write SAMBA commands to script file 
  outfile << "{\n" 
          << "moveto "  
          <<  player[i]  
          << " "  
          << step_up_loc[i]  
          << "\n"; 
          << "moveto "  
          << ball  
          << " "  
          << step_up_ball_loc[i]  
          << "\n" 
          << "}\n" 
          << "delay 7\n";  
 } 
 

(b) A SAMBA Script 

 

 

  

 

(d)  Execution Control Interface 

A Environment 

ality

ility
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imensions’ Analysis of SAMBA 



 

 

Figure 3. Snapshot of a Visualization Storyboard that Depicts the Execution of the QuickSelect Algorithm 
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Figure 4. Graphical Summary of ‘Communicative Dimensions’ Analysis of Visualization Storyboarding 
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Figure 5. ChemSense Environment: Explorer Tree (Left-hand Pane) and Animation Tool (Right-hand Pane) 
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Figure 6. Graphical Summary of ‘Communicative Dimensions’ Analysis of ChemSense 
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(a) Icon Editor 

 

(b) Behavior Rules Editor 

 

(c) Agent Gallery 

 

(d) Worksheet 

Figure 7. Elements of the AgentSheets Environment 
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Figure 8. Graphical Summary of ‘Communicative Dimensions’ Analysis of AgentSheets 
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(a) Main Environment Window 

 

 

 

 

(b) Animation Execution Window 

Figure 9. Elements of the Alice Environment 
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Figure 10. Graphical Summary of ‘Communicative Dimensions’ Analysis of Alice 
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Tables 

 

 Individual performance metrics impacted 

 
Cognitive dimension 

Program 
comprehension 

 
Learnability 

 
Error rates 

Programming 
time/effort 

Programmer 
comfort 

Abstraction gradient      

Closeness of mapping      
Consistency      
Difuseness      
Error-proneness      
Hard mental operations      
Hidden dependencies      
Premature commitment      
Progressive evaluation      
Role expressiveness      
Secondary notation      
Viscosity      
Visibility      

Table 1. Individual Performance Metrics Impacted by the Cognitive Dimensions 
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 D E S I G N  I M P L I C A T I O N S  
DIMENSION Inhibit Communication  Support Communication 

Programming 
salience 

Support low-level, general-purpose 
programming 

⎯⎯⎯→ Support  high-level, domain-specific 
programming 

Provisionality Support creation of polished, 
textbook-style graphics 

⎯⎯⎯→ Support creation of sketched, unpolished 
graphics 

Story Content Prohibit construction of programs 
with storyline 

⎯⎯⎯→ Support construction of programs with 
storyline 

Modifiability Support lengthy modification cycle 
requiring recompilation and 
reexecution 

⎯⎯⎯→ Support dynamic modification of a 
program while it is executing 

Controllability Support forwards stepping and 
execution only 

⎯⎯⎯⎯→ Support forward and reverse 
stepping/execution,  and ability to quickly 
jump to arbitrary execution point 

Referencability Do not support dynamic program 
mark-up or a conspicuous pointer 

⎯⎯⎯→ Support dynamic program mark-up and 
conspicuous pointer 

Table 2. Implications of each ‘Communicative Dimension’ for the Design of Communication-Inhibiting and 
Communication-Supporting End User Visualization Environments 

 

RATING EXPLANATION 
1 Strongly inhibits communication 
2 Weakly inhibits communication 
3 Neutral, i.e., does not support or inhibit communication  
4 Weakly supports communication 
5 Strongly supports communication 

Table 3. Five Point ‘Communicative Dimensions’ Rating Scale 
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